“Charlotte” is a three-year old gray AQHA mare that was born and raised at Feather River College. This well-built, athletic mare has a lot of natural balance. Charlotte means business and wants to work a cow! She inherited her natural cow drive from her grandsire Dual Rey. I have helped others start their colts on her and have also flagged other horses off of her. Take this mare in any direction and see just how far her web will cast.

About the Rider: Lindsey Jensen

Lindsey is graduating with a bachelor degree in Equine and Ranch Management and an associate degree in Biology. She grew up in Quincy and participated in the local 4-H program, which is how she started on her career path. She has been riding horses for 13 years and working with young ones for 5. Her current career path takes her to Carmel, CA where she will be working for the San Lucia Preserve. Her favorite FRC memory was going on the Arizona trip for the Equine Production and Management bachelor degree class.